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 Second place at Granby... 

 

Saint-Pie, QC ... Alain Bergeron and his team did not have to drive long 

hours to race as, this weekend, the ESS series is at Autodrome Granby and 

Drummond. 

 

Yesterday, Friday, the Canadian driver and his colleagues of ESS series were at Autodrome Granby 

and Bergeron has pleased his fans by finishing in second place in the A-Main feature. Eighth on the 

starting grid, Bergeron passed, one by one, his rivals to finish second, while avoiding the problems. 

With two laps to go, Bergeron was in second place but he missed time to join the leader. 

 

Bergeron qualified for the A-Main by winning his heat race. 

  

Thank you for your support. 

 

Contact:  Alain Forcier  

Team Bergeron   

(819) 397-5179          

 forcier.al@gmail.com 
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Recall 

 

In 2012, Alain Bergeron is in his 13th season at the wheel of a full Sprint Car. Those 

racing machines are among the fastest in the world.    

 

In 2006, the Saint-Pie native was crowned the 2006 ESS tour champion after a very good 

2005 year as he finished in fifth place in the point standing and he had been champion of the 

‘Gater Racing News Lap Leader Award’ 

 

Bergeron was the first Canadian to win a Sprint Car race with 

 the ESS in 2000.  Sprint Cars are one of the most popular type of racing in the United 

Sates and at the end of the 2001 season, in his second year driving a Sprint Car, he had the most wins of any 

driver in the series with 3.  

  

Alain Bergeron, at his second race in a Sprint Car 410, was able to record the best Time 

Trial at Can Am Speedway with the All Stars 410 series. 

 

Alain Bergeron's hometown is Saint-Pie-de-Bagot and he is a former champion in 

Mini-Sprint and ATV, both on dirt and ice surfaces.  

 

If you wish to contact directly Alain Bergeron for an interview or to receive more 

information, contact us. We can also send you photos.  You can visit Team Bergeron Web 

site at  www.teambergeron.com  

 

 To contact Alain Bergeron:  

      

     Équipe de course Alain Bergeron 

     Alain Forcier 

     (819) 397-5179 

    forcier.al@gmail.com  
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